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Abstract: Ten years on from the 2008 financial crisis, two trends of global statism remain 
dominant: Beijing-led “exceptional neoliberalism” and the emerging “illiberal democracy” 
topped by Trumponomics, with racist populism looming at the back of both. Even though 
these persistent programs are remnants of the ideological, national, and economic wars of the 
previous century, the boundary separating them is permeable. Jiang Rong 姜戎’s award-
winning novel Wolf Totem《狼图腾》crystalizes this porosity. For one thing, it is the first 
“Chinese Cultural Revolution” (fictional) memoir written explicitly for Chinese nationals and 
yet goes on to engage the sensibility of readers in contexts beyond the PRC. This essay 
critically identifies certain acts of reading Wolf Totem and looks at the way these readings, all 
allegorical in their strategy, step across the literary subject to build symbolic extensions that 
stretch thin the wolves for various purposes. Collectively, such acts of reading expose both an 
important quality of our historical moment and the ideological function of literary 
intellectuals within it. They show that our era is one of skepticism about the status quo; it is 
one in which certain anti-democratic drives commiserate over historical conflicts and 
strategize for an extended, ongoing, and relentless process of global dominance. My 
contention is that when opened to allegorical appropriations, Jiang’s conception of “wolf 
power” overcomes historical memories and national-ideological boundaries to make 
anthropomorphism the catastrophic unthought of the new globalizing fascism of power. It is 
bearer of the way contemporary economic greed and statist powers are on the cusp of 
becoming apocalyptic to humanity and ultimately to life itself. In the final analysis, this paper 
reveals a kind of energetics or “primitivist social ethos” alive in the unified way humanity 
makes extinct any life forms unsubscribed to global statisms in their Beijing or “illiberal 
democratic” forms. 
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